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our
story.

Picture this: a golden summer afternoon, a soft breeze blowing 
through the treetops. You’re having some of your favorite people 
over in your backyard. The sounds of joy and laughter fill the air 
while everyone is enjoying delicious food, drinks and having a  
good time.

Well, this beautiful image can be your reality. 

capocuòco outdoor kitchens provide you with the finest, most 
complete outdoor hosting experience. Each unit is planned, 
manufactured and installed with one thing in mind - the joy of great 
cuisine, high-end design and the love of hosting, in the comfort of 
your backyard, garden or terrace. 

The capocuòco brand stands for much more than just cooking 
outside. It’s about people coming together, connecting and 
celebrating life.
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outdoor
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Built with high-quality, powder-coated aluminum, the Unica
is our signature collection. Envisioned by an esteemed
team of creative designers, it showcases a beautiful mix of
modern design and excellent practicality.

The Unica modularity makes it a tailor-made dream
kitchen, with endless storage solutions. It is designed to
accommodate any type of application, such as grill, pizza
oven, teppanyaki, refrigerator, sink, or anything you wish.

As an ever-evolving collection, the Unica offers the latest and 
most innovative technological improvements and trends.
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unica 270 | white
Cabinets:
A60L / A60R / B60 / C90 

Countertop:
Porcelain Grigia 2.72m X 0.92cm

Sink:
Barazza 40cmx40cm

Faucet:
MGS RH

BBQ:
Broilchef BBQ BCP-500
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unica 240 | wenge
Cabinets:
A60L / A60R / A120

Countertop:
Concrete 2.42m X 0.92cm

Teppanyaki:
Pla.net IN.80.LR
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unica 240 | wenge
Cabinets:
A60L / A60R / A120

Countertop:
Concrete 2.42m X 0.92cm

Teppanyaki:
Pla.net IN.80.LR
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unica 300 | Linen
Cabinets:
A60R / A60R / C90 / A120

Countertop:
Porcelain Linen 3.05m X 0.95cm

Sink:
Barazza 40cmx40cm

Faucet:
MGS RH

Teppanyaki:
Pla.net IN.80.LR
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The passion
for design in

every
little
detail.
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unica 240 | wenge
Cabinets:
A60L / A60R / A120

Countertop:
Stainless steel 2.42m X 0.96cm

Sink:
Barazza 40cmx40cm

Faucet:
MGS RH

Teppanyaki:
Pla.net IN.80.LR
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options.

Before manufacturing your custom-designed kitchen, we will provide you with a 
short planning questionnaire to understand your needs and wishes. Your answers 
will help us envision and deliver your dream kitchen.

We would love to offer our professional knowledge to help you with designing 
decisions, but if you already have everything figured out, we will enjoy bringing 
your vision to life.

Our kitchen design is completely modular. Each and every kitchen is entirely 
customized to your wishes and needs, so please, let your dreams run wild.
We offer a large variety of countertops so you can choose the perfect material 
and texture to suit your lifestyle, taste, and home design. All of our countertops 
are weather-resistant and easy to maintain.

Whether you need a gas grill, a meat smoker, an induction stove, a pizza oven or 
even a griddle - whatever you desire, we can probably install it.

But wait, there's so much more. Our kitchens’ cutting edge modularity means 
not only a large variety of cooking installations, but also any other appliance 
or device to make your outdoor cooking experience exceptional, with a built-in 
refrigerator, a beer tap and a wine cooler to name a few options.

The capocuòco outdoor cooking experience is brought to you with comfort 
and practicality in mind – you decide the number, location, and size of your 
cupboards, drawers, and shelves.

Our agenda is quite simple – with a custom-built outdoor kitchen tailored to 
your wishes and needs, cooking is so much more fun and easy, and even the 
food seems to taste better.
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unica 150 | wenge
Cabinets:
C90 / B60

Countertop:
Granite 1.51m X 0.65cm

BBQ:
Broilchef BBQ BCP-500

unica 180 | wenge
Cabinets:
A60L / BC63 / A60R

Countertop:
Granite 1.84m X 0.65cm

Sink:
Barazza 40cmx40cm

Faucet:
MGS RH

Fridge:
Blastcool xp1
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& quality.
Our kitchens are not just beautifully designed – our highly advanced ergonomics 
makes cooking a pleasant and smooth experience. Hidden handles with the 
perfect angle for easy opening, drawers that slide out effortlessly, and high 
standard hinges and drawer slides make our kitchens smooth, quiet and durable.

Even if you live in a moderate climate, you probably have a few days of harsh 
weather each year. Let alone if you live in a place with extreme winter or 
summer weather. 

capocuòco outdoor kitchens are renowned for their durability, and can resist 
any kind of weather.

High-grade raw materials, cutting-edge storage technology, covering solutions 
and meticulous production processes ensure your perfect enjoyment of your 
outdoor kitchen 365 days a year, season after season.

de
si

gn
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material & color.
Unique features, same high standards

Every kitchen we build is different and unique, but the standards are always the 
same. Elegance, modularity and an exceptional finishing touch are our guiding 
principles – qualities that may be seen and felt in every kitchen we provide.

Whether sophisticated urban, natural rugged or industrial chic, the looks of 
your outdoor kitchen is determined by your personal taste to naturally blend in 
with your lifestyle and home. No matter the choice, our kitchens always deliver 
elegance and style.

Variety and choice are key elements in our design, and so we offer 4 different 
type of countertops to match any style:
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Wenge White Linen

Built with high-quality, powder-coated aluminum.  Our kitchens provide the 
perfect combination of style and practicality, we use powder coating method to 
provide you the best benefits outdoor kitchens deserves.

Eco-Friendliness: While it is available in a multitude of hues, powder coating 
is undeniably green. For starters, there is much less waste with powder coating. 
The application method produces far less overspray than traditional painting 
techniques, and that overspray isn’t necessarily lost like it would be with 
conventional paints. Because the powder is dry, much of the overspray can 
be recovered. In addition, the powder used in powder coating doesn’t contain 
many of the harsh chemicals used in traditional paints like solvents and volatile 
organic compounds. 

Durability: While the aesthetic benefits of a finish are important, there’s no point 
in applying a beautiful coating that won’t last. Powder coating produces a finish 
that is both harder and more flexible than traditional paint. In addition, it results 
in a coating that is significantly thicker. Although the differences in hardness, 
flexibility, and thickness may be invisible to the naked eye, they generate extra 
protection for the core material by providing a finish that is better able to 
withstand the elements, resist rust, and repel nicks, dings, chips, and scratches. 
Ultimately, this means more durability and less maintenance, a combination 
that is understandably appealing to consumers.

colors.
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countertops.

Depth Options

Free stand (with bar sitting)

65cm 95cm

Porcelain

Wenge WhiteLinen Grigia CarraraConcrete

Stainless Steel

Satinato Ice Mat

Stainless Steel – high-end 316 stainless steel for a sleek, hypermodern look. Corrosion and rust-resistant 
for lifelong durability.

Porcelain - made in Italy and Spain, Our porcelain countertops are extremely resistant to scratches and stains. 

Granite – an excellent all-around choice with a luxurious appearance, easy maintenance and high durability.

Arterie nero Piombio Ossido bruno
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configuration options.
unica 150
Dimensions: Length 150cm | Depth 64cm | Height 88cm

Colors: white | wenge | linen

unica 210
Dimensions: Length 210cm | Depth 64cm | Height 88cm

Colors: white | wenge | linen

unica 180
Dimensions: Length 180cm | Depth 64cm | Height 88cm

Colors: white | wenge | linen

 

• Dimensions are calculated for configuration only
• Modular assembly options are avilable
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unica 240
Dimensions: Length 240cm | Depth 64cm | Height 88cm

Colors: white | wenge | linen

unica 330
Dimensions: Length 330cm | Depth 64cm | Height 88cm

Colors: white | wenge | linen

unica 300
Dimensions: Length 300cm | Depth 64cm | Height 88cm

Colors: white | wenge | linen

unica 270
Dimensions: Length 270cm | Depth 64cm | Height 88cm

Colors: white | wenge | linen
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A60
Cabinet with door (R Or L)

One shelf included

Size: W60 X D64 X H88 cm

Adapted for Built-in Options

A120
Cabinet with two door (R&L)

Two shelves included

Size: W120 X D64 X H88 cm

Adapted for Built-in Options

C90
Cabiner with two low doors (R&L)

Size: W90 X D64 X H88 cm

Adapted for Built-in Options

B60
Cabinet with two drawers

Regular upper drawer

Touched open low drawer

Size: W60 X D64 X H88 cm
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units.
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BC63
Back cover

Size: W63 X H82 cm

BC93
Size: W93 X H82 cm

• B
ac

k 
C

ov
er

 •

Corner
Corner unit

Size: W65 X D65 X H88 cm

Size: W69 X D65 X H88 cm

• C
or

ne
r •
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designed to cook outside





capo-cuoco.com

capocuòco Ltd • Ramat Hasharon 4723220 , Saraf 12 st. Israel • +97235030550 • info@capocuoco.com


